
A robot in the fields?
f) over is a robotic herding de-
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Centre for Field Robotics and the
Dairy Science Group at the U of
Sydney. Led by Dr. Kendra Kerrisk,
researchers and student researchers
came up with the idea as a comple-
ment to existing automated dairy
milking machines. They grabbed a
machine that was already being
used to monitor fruit and trees for
farms and made a few modifica-
tions. Being scientists, of course,
they added some sensors and
recorders to gather data on how the
robot would interact with the cows.
You'd think the cows would miss
the farmer - in fact they didn't.

The cows accepted the robot be-
cause it moved at a slower, more
natural pace with the cows. It re-
duced lameness in cows, according

to the reports, because human and
animal herders can be quicker and
sometimes more impatient in their
movet'nents with cattle. This can
lead to over-stress and lameness.

Rover, which is roughly the size
of a golf cart has a four wheeled
platform base topped by an upright
pole holding various instruments.
Herding manoeuvres wene effective
although farmers at present need to
work a control to make the 'wire-
less' robotic rover move across the
field. Videos of Rover are sped up to
demonstrate the herding, othentrise
it is a gentle nudge over a period of
time for the cows to head in a new
direction.

In Australia's farming industry
there is a serious shortage of laboul,
"(Rover) is much more than an ex-
pensive herding dog," says Dr
Kendra Kerrisk from her lab where

Rover mark II will hopefully come
to life, "We did a lot of research into
improving the efficiency of the
working life of the farm, and for the
lifestyle of the farmer. Farmers can
be freed up to do the more produc-
tive things and the cattle feel far less
stress with it (Rover) We started out
slowly at the test farm. We brought
it out, had it go slowly up and down
and then sat it in the field near the
cows. Gradually we moved it a little
closer to the cows, and finally they
were herded with it," says Kerrisk.
Though they did not try with other
farm animals she knows of a sheep
herding robotic device in develop-
ment in New Zealand, and horse
care could be possible too.

"In our first versiory we used the
existing technology and a device
that had been built for a different
application. Our next version will
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be much more custom designed."
says Kerrisk. The first Rover robot
needs a human operator, the next is
to be fully automated - that is one of
the major goals. At night Rover
mark II could be placed in the ma-
ternity paddock to monitor expec-
tant cows. With the right sensors, it
could monitor individual cows and
report back via cell phone to the
farmer if any problems arose. For
those with year round calving, it is
a much more attractive option to sit-
ting and watching pregnant cows at
all hours of the night.

During the day it could check on
fences, monitor soil conditions, alert
the farmer to a cow that was lying
down vs one standing up, and
many other of the little jobs that
take away from a farmer's time to
do the business things necessary to
have a success and growing farm.

Some options for Rover mark II
include colour stereo cameras for an
in-depth view, sensors that mimic
human eyes, thermal cameras that
can measure heat, laser and
RADAR ranging sensors that can
sketch real-time models of the sur-
roundings, navigation sensors, and
the ability to differentiate between a

cory person, and fence post so that
it can sense which cows need more
of a nudge in herding than others
and adjust automatically.

Kerrisk says it is important to re-
alize that this robotic device is not
an expensive farm dog, 'I n,ould
much prefer my dog to come sit on
my lap at night," Iaughs Kerrisk,
"Not Rover!"

It may be a while before farmers
can purchase a robotic herding ma-
chine for themselves, but Kerrisk
sees it coming one dav "There is a
huge interest in Australia, people
are beginning to open their minds
to how they can work smarter
rather than harder on the farm. It's
not a device to replace people, but
to free up time for the humans to be
doing more productive things."

Will the next device do the shor--
elling too?

BY WONNE DICK
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